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Character builder definitions
Story Goal—The concrete, external thing a character wants and pursues
over the course of the story.
Outer Conflict—External obstacles preventing a character from
achieving their goal. Obstacles can be another person, a law, a
location... anything external to themselves that stands in their way.
Inner Conflict—Inner obstacles preventing a character from achieving
their goal. Things like self- doubt, fear of rejection, etc...
Need—The shining light of truth that exposes the lie and brings healing
to a character’s emotional wound.
Lie—A false belief about themselves or the world that influences a
character's decisions. This belief is based upon the character’s fear and
emotional wound.
Fear—A specific fear that was born as a result of a character’s
emotional wound.
Emotional Wound—A traumatic experience or event that a character
has not resolved or accepted.
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The character's need unites their
story goal and lie. It's the truth
that resolves the lie and the
hidden drive in the character's
pursuit of their story goal.
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Plot builder

Set Builder

Imagine each setting as a character with its own wound, fear, lie, need, goal, and conflict.
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Scene builder

Add depth to each scene by including sensory details, especially the details that reflect or
heighten what's happening in the scene.

Time

Weather
Pace

Tone
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